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Dear Client,
Keeping your customers coming back and attracting new ones is
becoming more critical each day. Every penny counts, and reducing
costs is a massive challenge in market-facing razor-thin margins.
At Best Cutting Die, we know how hard it is to mobilize, add capacity,
and shift focus to high-demand technologies and products.
That is a lot - especially on top of everything else you're managing, as
the world awaits the end of this Coronavirus pandemic and braces
itself for the resulting economic fallout.
That's why we put together this presentation. We've listened to the
challenges you told us about and have crafted this presentation to
guide you, solve your problems, and help you overcome them.
The process is simple. Just read through this brochure and call us.
We'll go through all YOUR MOST PRESSING NEEDS, and then we will
send you our customized proposal.
When agreeing, we will tailor your product to perfection, and we will
deliver it promptly, saving you worries, time, and money.
Don't waste another day stressing your non-woven, medical, personal
care, and other rotary converting industry problems.
Leave them in our care and get ready to focus on other pressing
aspects of your business!
Your loyal manufacturer,
Gary Porento
President
BEST Cutting Die Co.
January 2021

John Scinteie
General Manager

⚙

Complete rotary die services, solid and segmented

⚙

Faster, more dependable rework services?

for the non-woven and medical industry?

⚙

A quote for your project?

⚙

Engineering services for your projects?

⚙

The support of our experienced team to turn your
ideas into reality?

Keeping your machines running and limiting downtime is
challenging enough. Looking for solid tooling to incorporate
quality features and after-sales quality service, and quick
turnaround times can feel daunting.
We get it! It IS a lot to think about.
Tungsten Carbide High Speed Panty Liner Cutter

The truth is, you should not worry about all these details. You
did not go to school to build these features in your tooling. We
did.
It is why we want to eliminate all tooling worries from your
agenda!

Tungsten Carbide Winged Cutter

BEST Cutting Die tailors to perfection and promptly delivers
the best fit for your needs. Products are manufactured entirely
in-house and under our control.
We also provide re-sharpen/rework service for our tools and
tools from other manufacturers, as well.

Adult Diaper/Pant Die
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How We Can Help
Our knowledge is not limited just to simple rotary dies and anvils.
Our expertise meets your challenges and includes the design and manufacture of various
machine parts and complete cutting, embossing, and crimping units.
You'll be surprised at how much you would benefit from partnering with us.

Embosser

Side Notch Unit

Pulley Drive System

Dot Crimper Die

Standard features
incorporated in our dies and modules:
Rugged frames manufactured from thoughtfully chosen
materials for extreme rigidity and resistance to vibration.
Hardened tool steel bearing housings to maintain
precision tolerances for years of service.
Hardened,

adjustable

gib

for

ease

of

assembly,

disassembly and minimal wear.
All critical surfaces are precision ground.
Heavy duty precise micro adjustment systems and bearer
ring systems to maintain accurate settings in adverse
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manufacturing conditions.

Feminine Care Units

Tungsten Carbide Dies
Manufactured to the highest standards, Tungsten Carbide allows our
customers a much higher number of cuts and increased
run-time / up-time before sharpening is required.

Tungsten Femcare

Tungsten FemCare

Carbide Removable Insert
Tungsten FemCare

Embossers, Crimpers & Ultrasonic Bonding Rolls

Embosser

Embosser

Crimpers

Embosser

A complete line of embossing, crimping, and ultrasonic bonding rolls for the soft disposals and medical
industry. Complex patterns and reliefs in fully hardened tool steels are available in a wide range of sizes and
configurations. TIR of .0002 inch (.005 mm) or less is still guaranteed regardless of size, with quality precision.
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Diaper Pant/Pull-Ups
Units & Dies
Our rotary dies and units are based on superior craftsmanship featuring all in-house
die manufacturing capabilities including vacuum heat treating, cryogenic freezing,
CNC machining, and “state-of-the-art” testing and inspection equipment.

Adult Product Die

Adult Product Units

Adult Diaper Die

Assorted Cutting Dies & Units

Vacuum Anvil

Embosser Assembly

Diaper Back Ears

Seal Pattern Blocks

FemCare

Nursing Pads

"6 Pack" Die
Cutoff Segments
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3 Easy Steps to Get Your
Perfectly Manufactured Die/Module
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1
Send us your most
pressing need
here:

nonwoven@bestcuttingdie.com

CAPABILITIES
Design & Engineering

Materials: highest quality

We respond to your
inquiry in a timely
manner.
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We tailor to perfection
and deliver promptly.
You invest in quality,
experience and save
time & money.

#Repair #Resharpen #Retool
Looking for solid tooling to incorporate quality features and after-sales quality
service, and quick turnaround times can feel daunting.
We provide re-sharpen/rework service for our tools
and for tools from other manufacturers, as well.

Complete In-House
Process & Ouality Control

Machining: over 100 machines,
40 CNC pieces of equipment

Personnel: over 130 employees

Method: proven since 1966

Before

After
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Our Team

Brian BAUER
Engineer Account Manager

Janusz IWANICKI
Senior Technical Consultant

George VECERDEA
Engineer Account Manager

Marlon MARCIAL
Technical Sales Consultant

What Customers Say About Us
✔ “Hi Brian! First let me say that I truly appreciate all the effort you’ve put in to
partner with us on this solution. I know this virus has created a tremendous amount
of uncertainty and additional work for our suppliers, and I’m grateful you’ve been
able to confirm this timing. The plan you’ve outlined below will meet our schedule.
Thank you. Stay safe and well! Sincerely, C.G.”
Non-Woven Customer, Oct 2020
✔ “Can’t believe how fast we
received our dies, anvils and
crimpers!”
Non-Woven Customer
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Our Legacy
⚙ Ed Porento and John Jacobson, starting on a small scale founded BEST Cutting Die, in
1966. After many expansions and John's retirement, Ed Porento has grown BEST Cutting
Die to 100.000sq.ft /9.290sq.m of manufacturing space with over 130 full-time
employees. The family commitment to delivering quality to customers has resulted in
BEST Cutting Die being honored numerous times as "supplier of the year" by leading
manufacturers in the converting industries.
⚙ Although Ed is no longer with us, we strive to continue to lead in the development
and manufacturing of the most advanced cutting, embossing, perforation, scoring, and
crimping technologies for customers in the converting industry worldwide.

We proudly deliver our products to

continents

countries

Don't waste another day stressing your non-woven, medical, personal care,
and other rotary converting industry problems.
Leave them in our care
and get ready to focus on other pressing aspects of your business!
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